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       Fighting for happiness is the hardest thing you'll ever fight for, but it's
the only thing worth fighting for. 
~Lilly Singh

There is no shame in falling down but there is pride in getting back up. 
~Lilly Singh

If I could give advice to anyone, it would be that sometimes the best
way you can fight a problem - and this is going to be a little bit
controversial - is to not address it. 
~Lilly Singh

After a long day at work, I want someone to come home, turn on my
video and think, "Oh my god, how girls get ready? This is hilarious, I
love this, I'm forgetting about all my problems." 
~Lilly Singh

The best way to battle fear is with courage. You have to look at the
opposite of fear: Fear is scared of courage. 
~Lilly Singh

Surround yourself with like-minded, strong people, use your voices and
choose courage over fear. 
~Lilly Singh

I would never want to change myself to be someone I'm not. 
~Lilly Singh

I think the best way I could ever fight racism is just being as successful
as possible. 
~Lilly Singh

Everyone finds their voice at different times in their life. 
~Lilly Singh
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You can never compare a stadium full of people to statistics online ...
There's something about seeing people's faces, and it's amazing
[seeing how] things online can also be translated offline. 
~Lilly Singh

I reflect back on my mom's journey, someone who was an immigrant to
Canada and came not knowing anything and figured it out
tremendously. I reflect back on that a lot. 
~Lilly Singh

I never want to position myself where I seem like an ambassador of
anti-racism. I am fortunate enough to say that I've never experienced
extreme amounts of racism, but a lot of my friends do. 
~Lilly Singh

I would never say, "I'm going to do these things in a video to be a role
model so people make me a role model." I want to be myself. 
~Lilly Singh

I'm a big believer of having a vision board, so I have a vision board, and
that's motivating because it shows me all the things I have
accomplished and all the things I still want to accomplish. 
~Lilly Singh

I think, especially in this time in the world, there is very much a choice
between fear and courage, and we all have to pick the courageous
route. 
~Lilly Singh

The number one thing I want my videos to be is relatable. 
~Lilly Singh

I think there's so many things happening, whether it's gender inequality
or immigration, there's just so many issues happening around the world
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where not doing anything makes you guilty. 
~Lilly Singh

I've learned from people, being in the weird situations that I get in. Like,
dressed as my mom kissing Seth Rogen - that's a thing that happened. 
~Lilly Singh

I think you have to proactively seek out things that inspire you and
consume as much of those things as possible. 
~Lilly Singh

This idea of having back-up plans is ingrained into us to make us
believe that that's the smart thing to do. 
~Lilly Singh

Finding like-minded people is very important. It's hard to be a happy
meal in a room full of sad people. 
~Lilly Singh
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